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1. Introductioll 
According to [3], A. Wilanski raised the question in 19M whether a 
separable normal topological group nerc d be LindeKX The aim of this 
paper is to construct a group (which yields a negative xrswer to this 
question. However, this construction makes use of the continuum hypo- 
thesis (CH for short). 
In fact this construction is a refined version of that appearing in. [ 1 ] !, 
where a hereditarily separable non-%.int Lelijf O-dimensional space is pro- 
duced, also with the help of CH. As tint I construction in th,e presen t case 
is definitely more involved than that in [ 1 ] , we shall give it in all tietails. 
However, the proof that the resulting group possesses the desired l~rop- 
erties will rely heavily on results l~:onc!: ning o-HFD s,ubspa:es of ,Zwl , 
which are given in [ 1, 5 31. 
Throughout this paper we shah Ibenc:,te by 2”’ the topological group 
obtained by taking the ~3~ -fol!d tc:,polo, &al group product of th.e addi- 
tive group 2 = (0, 1 } with the US~JG& *i 6:. discrete, topology. 
Concerning this ~3~ -fold pradu Iet w shal use the nlotation devclopedi 
in [ 1 9 $31, e.g. if A is any su&et oji” W t then, for I-J << ol, tf, stan 
‘19’9 
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for its projection into the initial partial product 2’ = X (2 : 5 < v ), and 
~4” denotes_ its projection into the final partial product 
2”J’” = X{‘E: VG e< CQ. ,r 
For any set H we use [.BJxW (r&p. [H] W ) to denote the set of all 
finite (resp- countably infinite) subsets of H. 
Finally, just like in [ I], we use H(T) to denote the set of Al finite 
partial functions from T into 2. 
2. The construction 
Before we can start the actual construction of our group 6; we shall 
need a ‘lemma which will be crucial in our inductive procedure. 
2.1. Lemma. Suppose that A is any infinite set and % Ej a countable 
family of countably infinite subsets K of [A] cw. (h other words, every 
member k of K is a finite subset of A.) Then there is a fhction F : A + 2 
such that for any K E 91 and i E 2 there ure infinitely mLIny k E K with 
X(k) = i, 
where X(k) stands for the sum 
Z(k)=I:{F(a):aE k} , 
taken of course in the group 2, i.e. mod 2. 
Proof. As Z is countable, we can enumerate its members in a sequence 
UC,: s < w), where it is !assumed in addition that every K E Z occxs 
infinitely many times, i.e. 
1 (s: KS = K}l = cd . 
Now we shall define F by a step by step recursion as follows. Suppose 
we have completed all slteps be Pore the sth step, and that F has already 
been defineId for finitely many $I E A. Denote by A, the (finite) set of 
all those u E A for which F has been defined in a preceding step. Since 
KS is infinite, thxe is a kO E KS with kO \ A, # $4. Let a3 E k, \ A, and 
consider the (mod 2) sum 
lo ?= Z(kO f~ AS) = C [F(a): a E k, n A, ) . 
In the first half of step s we extend the definition of F t 3 the rest of kO 
as follows: tve put 
F(a())=i*, 
I++4 foralloEkO \(A,U(a,}). 
Inen we choose k, E K 4: such that 
and let al E k, \ (As 13 k, ). This s possible because A, U kO is finite 
and KS is infinite. Now put 
i, = Z((A, u k,) r-7 k, ) , 
and in the second part of step s we extend F by putting 
F(al ) = 1 + i, , 
F(a) = 0 for alli ri! E k, \ (As u kO U {aI 1) . 
It is obvious the2 that we shall have 
w*)=O, I&k,) =: 1 , 
and since every K E S occurs in .:he sequence <K,, : s C k;r ) infinitely 
many times, it is clear that ~~7 will satisfy the requirements of the lemma, 
no matter how it is defined for t1.c values not affected in anI/ of the steps 
of the above recursion. 
2.2. Theorem. CH implies tke existence of a hereditarily .xparable and 
normal, countably compact topo ‘ogicaB group which is rxat Lindeltif: 
Proof. What we are going to construct is a suitable sequence {f& : k < o1 ) 
of points of 2wl , and the group All be the one generated be- {f, : @C w1 ) 
in the group 2wr, Now the I?oint; fE wlill be constructed by clefming the 
values fE@) E 2 (simultaneously l’or aI1 t) by transfinite recursion on 
v< 611. 
Before we can start the constn action, however, we still ;leed to do 
some preparations. First, le*t II bt s the set of all points h E P’l such that 
there is a p < it with h(t) := 0 for every k 3 JL. By CM we h,ave $4 = G+ ,
hencs there is a sequence @;, : p x ’ a1 ) in which every member h f H 
occurs GIN times, i.e. 
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Nex& using again CH, we Consider an enumeration MP: p < ~3~) of 
all countably infinite families of fmite subsets of c+, ix. 
Now suppose that v < o1 and for each p < v the vllues,&(;l) (t <r; a1 ) 
have already been defined. If k E [wl ] a, we shall use Z,,(k) to denote 
the sum 
taken in the group 2’. 
Let e E H(v) be an arbitrary finite function from v into 2, and K be 
any subset of [ a1 ] ‘Q. Then we put 
V(.K, E) = (k E K: Z,(.t) 3 E} 
Finally le; us define the family Zp as 
% = {L”(K,, 47): &’ < c’ A UK, 
. 
c VA OH) n[[~Jc@]W, 
or in other words, the members of 2, are those infinite families 
Lv(Kp, E) with p < v and E E H(v), for which every t appearing in a 
k E KP is always less than v. Obviously, 2, must be countable. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 2.1 to 2,, whose members are of course 
infinite subsets of [v] <cr,, there exists a function Fv : v --, 2 such that for 
any L E 2, and i E 2 there are infinitely many k E L with 
E:{F,(t): @z k} =i. 
Now we can define the values f,(v) in the following manner: 
$J 1 ( FvCO if t < v, V = l+(V) ifvg k< w1 . 
It follows immediately that fE 1 t = g, r 4 for every e < wl. 
This completes the recursive definition of the family .F = ut : 5: < ~3~ }. 
We claim that the group G generated by Fin 2”’ forms an U-HFD 
subsert. To see this, let -4 be any countably infinite subset of G. Since 
every member a of G can be written in the form 
for SQI!I~ k E [f+ ] <w, we can obviously find a p < ~3~ such that 
A = {Z(k): kE Kp] . 
Now let v C o1 be chosen so that JJ < v an!d k C v for al.1 k E K,, and \ 
letiii f E&Q \ v) be arbitrary IThe domain of E can be written in the 
forr7 
&vj) = ij for 4 j G y1. 
rah use in what follc ws tlhe nc station 
No iv it is clear that KP 
rnaj’rlf k E KP such that 
= 5’1 (,I$, (I); consequently there are infinitely 
Z{F,l(t): & L} = Ecf,(~~): @ k) = i, . 
‘This immediately implies that 
L’“*(Kp, “1) E xv2 :, 
herxe again, by definition, the:re a:-e infinitely many k E La’* (.K; , ey ) for 
whli *:h 
holM!s as well. It should be obvious how this procedure can be carried on 
to t-&&n for each i < II that L?‘(K lL, ej_ 1 ) E Z vj implies 
arz C! finally we get to the fact that :here are (even nrfinately mlavry) 
k i:ff KP such that 
w. iere ak E A, which obviousl:r car npletes the proof of our claim. 
Ir remains to show that the group G does inCee:d possess the required 
pr fJperties; however, all tlhis fohow 3 easily from the results of [ I, 5 31. 
Fi f:st of all, G is hereditarily seipara 2le and hereditarily co11 ectionwise 
mrmal, as every wHFD subsy)aLce t )f 2w 1 is (cf. C 1, Theorems 2 and 43 ). 
St condly, G in addition to being wHFD also has the following property: 
VI 1 I The projection. of G into any partial prodtxt 27 v < a1 ) is 
actually onto the whole : Y. 
I! ndeeti, if g is any point of :!? an d 2 E! 2Ol is defirred by 
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gt.Y4&, 
Z(E) = 0 for r 2 w , 
then there is a t > v such that gE = g E H; consequently 
j;r p=$f f v=g, 
which was to be shown. 
Therefore G is not compact, because property (P) obviously implies 
that G is dense in 2 ml , while clearly G # 2 wl. Therefore, if we show 
that G is countably compact, we also prove that G cannot possess any 
of the numerous properties which together with countable compactness 
imply compactness. In particular, G is r;!,t Lindelof. 
What we are going to prove is the following more general statement: 
An ~&-IFI) subspace G o f 2Oi with property (P) is 
countably compact. 
Indeed, let A C G with 1AI = w. Obviously there is a o < 01 such that 
iA,I = c3 holds as well. By [ 1, 53, Lemma 43 we may assume that 
CJ E J(A), i.e. for any elementary open set U c 2wl with IU n Al = w 
and U* = 2(3h ia the set (U n A)O is dense in 2”” \O. Since A C 2“) 
which is (countably) compact, A, has an accumulation pain: in 2” that 
can be written in the form p, for some p E G, because G possesses 
property (P). 
We claim that p is an accumulation point of A in 2wl, hence in G as 
well. Indeed, let U be an elementary neighbourhood of gl in 2w’ . Then 
since p, is an aEumulation poi_nt of A,, we have IA, n UD I = a, hence 
a fortiori IA n UI = G), where U is defined by 
Consequently (A n Ga is dense in 2w1\‘, and therefore . 1 
j(A n i7-p n Ua! = CSI 
holds ture. But obviously ifgal E (A RI c)(I f+~ U* then there is an 
h E .A n U such that ho =g”, hence 
IA n Ul = \(A n CjCr n ua} = CJ, 
which shows that p is an accumulation po3nt of A, and completes the 
proof. 
- 
It should be remarked, finally, that th.e above cons suction can eaf=$[y 
be turned into a forcing iirgument, *similarly as in [ 2 j , with the help of 
wlich one could consrruct models of ZFC in which 2”) = bsy , 2w’ is 
arbitrarily big? and there is a heredil arily separable and normal, countably 
compact but not compact op&gical group of cardinality 2L31. 
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by A.J. OS taszewski 
The example I considered in this j Jurnal [ 3 ( 1973) 93-951 by way 
of soiution to a problem of Arhangel’skil~ does not differ substantially 
from the example given by I. Ju h&z ill- his paper in this same journal 
[ 2 (1972) 15 I- 1561. When submitt: ng In> payer I was unaware that 
Juh&z’s was in course of lpublica lion I 
